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I welcome new Ph.D. students with general interests in the interaction between sensory systems, 
signals, and the environment, and using these interactions to predict the direction of evolution 
under known environmental conditions. 
 
My three main projects involve Bowerbirds, Guppies and Bearded Dragons and involve a mixture of 
field work, field experiments, lab experiments, and modelling, and students can work on any aspect 
of these.  I am always happy to have Ph.D. students with similar interests, but they do not have to 
work with one of these three systems.  I've also had students working with various kinds of insects 
and spiders.  I do not give my students set projects but expect students to develop their own unique 
projects with my extensive help.  Ask yourself what scientific question interests you most then we 
can start talking about it!  Email me at: John.Endler@deakin.edu.au 
 
Here is a little more detail on my three main projects: 
 
Signal design and its relationship to the environment and geometry in Bowerbirds.  Just how does 
the complex geometry and resulting multiple visual tricks and illusions created by great bowerbirds 
effect mating success and how and why do they repair problems in their bower geometry so quickly? 
 
Experimental evolution under known changed conditions in laboratory  
(Mesocosm) and wild guppy populations.   How do changed visual  
environments (mimicking changes in the forest canopy as a result of climate change) affect visibility 
of mates to females hence the direction of evolution of male displays, and how does this affect the  
evolution of female mating preferences and the visual system.   How does  
artificial selection for chasing particular colours affect female preferences, male traits and the visual 
system?  What are the effects in the field of canopy thinning on wild guppy populations?  I have 
multiple minor projects resulting from these main questions. 
 
The interaction between colour change, visual functions (within-species signalling and anti-
predation), thermal balance, and environmental conditions in Bearded Dragon lizards.  Given that 
bearded dragons change colour in response to environmental cues as well as in response to other 
individuals how do they tradeoff the resulting changes in heat balance and visibility to potential 
mates, territory intruders, and potential predators?  How does this vary geographically? 
 
Desired qualities:  First Class or equivalent undergraduate or masters degree.  Enthusiasm for 
science for science sake; I want students who want to make major fundamental scientific advances 
rather than merely doing something that might be "useful".  Some prior field experience if you want 
to work in the field rather than the laboratory.  Some aquarium experience if you would like to work 
with guppies.  Some experience in computer simulation and/or MATLAB and math if you want to do 
modelling.  
Strong curiosity about nature. 
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